Lancaster, Pa. — As the trend toward linear design continues to grow, architects and designers are looking for more and more options for including linear ceiling visuals in their interiors.

In offering options that address that trend, Armstrong® Ceiling Solutions continues to expand its portfolio of linear options to provide more choices to incorporate linear visuals in ceiling designs.

New Widths for MetalWorks™ Linear

With the addition of new 2” and 10” panel widths to its line of MetalWorks™ Linear panels, Armstrong Ceilings now offers the largest selection of standard panel widths in the industry, for both interior and exterior applications. The two new panel widths will bring the number of standard widths available in the MetalWorks Linear line to six (2”, 4”, 6”, 8”, 10”
and 12"), giving architects and designers maximum flexibility for creating linear visuals without the added cost and lead time of custom panels.

All the panel widths in the MetalWorks Linear line can be installed on the same Main Beam Carrier Assembly and Suspension System. The universal suspension system provides unlimited opportunities to mix and match panel widths for a variety of linear visuals.

**New Lengths for MetalWorks™ Blades – Classics™**

Armstrong Ceilings has also added new 24" and 48" blade lengths to its line of MetalWorks™ Blades — Classics™, providing more options for achieving an upscale linear look with excellent acoustical performance. They join an existing family of MetalWorks — Blades Classics panels that measure 96" in length. The new blade lengths will provide architects and designers with more flexibility to achieve custom-looking signature ceiling designs, including geometric, cellular, linear, and divergent visuals, using standard items.

MetalWorks Linear and MetalWorks Blades — Classics are part of an extensive portfolio of linear ceiling products Armstrong Ceilings offers across a wide range of materials, colors, finishes, and acoustical options, including MetalWorks Blades — Concepts, WoodWorks® Linear, WoodWorks Grille, SoundScapes® Blades, Soundsoak™ Baffles, and Infusions® Blades — Concepts.

Armstrong Ceilings offers the broadest portfolio of standard and custom linear ceiling systems in the industry. Plus, customers can modify standard product shapes and sizes or create custom sizes, shapes, colors, finishes, and perforations, or bring one-of-a-kind ideas to life through the You Inspire™ Solutions Center. No other ceiling manufacturer offers the wide range of linear design options available from Armstrong Ceilings.

To explore the portfolio of linear ceiling systems available from Armstrong Ceilings, visit: www.armstrongceilings.com/linear.

**About Armstrong World Industries**

Armstrong World Industries is a global leader in the design and manufacture of innovative commercial and residential ceiling, wall, and suspension system solutions. With over 3,700 employees and fiscal 2016 revenues from ceiling operations in excess of $1.2 billion, Armstrong operates from a global manufacturing network of 24 facilities, including nine plants dedicated to its WAVE joint venture. www.armstrongceilings.com